If is argued that there exists an ambiguity in the definition of the effective potential for bilocal composite fields. The ambiguity stems from arbitrariness of adding a polynomial of the source function. Physically meaningful predictions are deduced from the effective potential only when the source function vanishes. The above statement is examined in quantum electrodynamics and the Yukawa theory. A possibility of having a convenient expression of the effective potential is discussed. § 1. Introduction Spontaneous symmetry breaking is described most elegantly by appealing to the notion of effective potentials. One of the simplest ways of giving rise to the spontaneous symmetry breaking is to introduce an elementary scalar field with nonvanishil)g vacuum expectation value and investigate the behavior of the effective potential as a function of this vacuum expectation value. This method, however, is basically phenomenological so that a number of free parameters are to be introduced. It is also unsatisfactory in the sense that the dynamical origin of the spontaneous symtnetry breaking is obscure.
If is argued that there exists an ambiguity in the definition of the effective potential for bilocal composite fields. The ambiguity stems from arbitrariness of adding a polynomial of the source function. Physically meaningful predictions are deduced from the effective potential only when the source function vanishes. The above statement is examined in quantum electrodynamics and the Yukawa theory. A possibility of having a convenient expression of the effective potential is discussed. § 1. Introduction Spontaneous symmetry breaking is described most elegantly by appealing to the notion of effective potentials. One of the simplest ways of giving rise to the spontaneous symmetry breaking is to introduce an elementary scalar field with nonvanishil)g vacuum expectation value and investigate the behavior of the effective potential as a function of this vacuum expectation value. This method, however, is basically phenomenological so that a number of free parameters are to be introduced. It is also unsatisfactory in the sense that the dynamical origin of the spontaneous symtnetry breaking is obscure.
It is thus of interest to discuss a possibility of the spontaneous symmetry breaking without an elementary scalar field, i.e., the dynamical symmetry breaking. A straightforward way of doing this is to consider an effective potential of a local composite field, a product of two or more field operators at the same space-time point. In this method we are forced to deal with the renormalization of the composite field in order to remove the divergence due to the singularity of the product of fields at the same space-time point. This renormalization procedure necessarily introduces counter terms generally made of polynomials of a source function. On the other hand, the effective potential is understood to be the vacuum energy in the presence of the source term. I) According to the above renormalization, however, the effective potential loses the meaning of the vacuum energy unless the source function vanishes. 2 ), 3) On account of this situation it seems to be more suitable to introduce an effective potential of a nonlocal composite field, a product of two or more field operators at different space-time points, which serves to ~ircumvent the above singularity. 4) This effective potential, however, does not correspond to the vacuum energy unless the source function vanishes. 5 ) The reason is that the source function is a nonlocal function of time and so the effective action in the presence of the source depends on time variables in a nbnlocal manner. Only at the extremum point at which the source function vanishes the effective potential of nonlocal composite fields is given an interpretation as the vacuum energy. In the presence of the source term the effective potential may not be interpreted as the vacuum energy and an arbitrariness emerges in defining the effective potential of nonlocal composite operators. Actually there exist three different kinds of the definition of the effective potentia1. 4 ),6), 7) The origin of the difference· may be traced back to the difference of the choice of the source termS) as will be discussed later in the text. We show that this arbitrariness may be generalized so that there is always an ambiguity of adding an arbitrary polynomial of the source function satisfying some suitable conditions. This ambiguity reminds us of the polynomial of the source function coming from counter terms in the case of the local composite field.
3 )
However, it should be noted that the ambiguity of these two types stems from completely different origins.
According to the above ambiguity it seems to be meaningless to argue stability of the vacuum by examining a curvature of the effective potential around an extremal point. On the other hand, the value of the effective potential at the extremal point still has a physical meaning. We discuss some consequences of the ambiguity intwo examples, quantum electrodynamics and the Yukawa theory. We observe that in a specific set of definitions of the effective potential the potential bounded from below results while in the other definitions the potential does not enjoy this property.
In § 2 a general argument is given on the ambiguity in the definition of the effective potential of bilocal composite fields. Examples of this ambiguity are discussed in quantum electrodynamics in § 3 and in the Yukawa theory in § 4. 
where
Note here that we suppressed the dependence of W on the source function· 7J and 7j .for the fermion fields rf;. The effective action r[S] is derived by changing the variables from! to S(x, y) the Green function to be defined and making a Legendre transformation, .
.
The change of variables is attained by the use of the relation, We first deal with the simplest case of noninteracting fermions if; under the influence of the external source ], i.e., the gauge coupling being switched off:
Neglecting the source terms for if; and ¢ we have 
SO-I(X, y)=0'4(x-y)(¢y+im).
It is easy to perform the path integral in Eq. (2 ·1),
where we neglected an irrelevant divergent constant and Det designates the determinant with respect to both the internal and coordinate variables. Hence 
Equation (2 ·11 
In principle this does not matter since for] *0 the effective potential is not necessarily equal to the vacuum energy. It is, however, convenient if we can define a new effective potential which has the property of boundedness from below. Such an effective potential may be constructed by improving the one in Eq. (2 ·11). One of the simplest examples of such effective potentials may be obtained by modifying the action] through the addition of a term depending only on the source function ],
where Gba,dc (Y, x) 
The new effective potential V[S] is now defined from f[S] in a similar manner to that of Eq. (2 '12). It is not difficult to show that by suitably choosing the function G, one can make the effective potential V[S] bounded from below.
)
The additional term chosen in Eq. (2'14) is a special example and may be generalized to more general function F[j] with the property,
F[O]=O.

In this case we have instead of Eq. (2·14)
WU] = W[j] + F[j]
and dW [j] .
O]ab(X, y)
Hence we obtain ly we find that
f[S]=T[S]
for J=O. (2'24) Moreover, uniqueness of the stationary point requires another condition for
for J=O. (2'25) Thus all the effective potentials defined in the above-mentioned way agree with each other when the source function vanishes.
The argument here has been given to the case of noninteracting fermions. It can, however, be generalized to interacting ones without any difficulty as will be shown in the following sections. Thus we conclude that there exists an ambiguity in the definition of the effective potential for J *0. The ambiguity originates from an arbitrariness of adding a function of J to the action I. In the following two sections we examine this ambiguity in some examples of the theory with interactions among fermions, and see whether an improvement may be made so that the effective potential turns out to be bounded from below. § 3.
Quantum electrodynamics
As an example of interacting fermions we consider quantum electrodynamics with massless fermions. The Lagrangian is given by 
1= fdxdy[ (jJ(X)(iSo-l(X, y)-J(x, y))¢(y)
where (3'3) with a the gauge parameter in the covariant gauge~ Shifting the photon field Aix) according to (3'4) and performing the functional integration in A/(x) for the generating functional W[J], we find (3'5) where
exp(iW[]]) = fid¢d(jJ]ex p [ i f dxdy( (jJ(X)(iSo-l(X, y)-J(x, y))¢(y)
The effective action r[S] may be calculated from the generating functional W [S] by following the standard procedure. Let us denote by To the effective action for noninteracting fermions so that To is given by Eq. (2 ·11). The full effective action r for interacting fermions reads r=To+I2, (3'7) where rz summarizes an effect of the interaction and is known to be equal to the two-particle-irreducible vacuum amplitude. where ~(p) is the self-energy part of fermions defined by
The general form of ~(p) is, by covariance, where we moved to Euclidean momenta, put t = -p2 and performed angular integration. It is well-known I2 ),13) that Eq. (3·16) allows a nontrivial solution B=I=O in addition to the trivial one B=O. Naturally one wonders whether the stability of these solutions is examined by observing the curvature of the effective potential around the extremum point.
The trivial solution B=O corresponds to the symmetric vacuum where the chiral symmetry is preserved. To see the stability of the symmetric vacuum it is natural to observe the curvature of V[S] around B=O, i.e., the sign of the second derivative of V [S] . This was done in Ref. 9) and yielded the result that the curvature is positive as far as the coupling constant is kept in the region where
Hence, as far as the symmetric vacuum concerns, the effective potential V[S] a la Cornwall-Jackiw-Tomboulis seems to serve in giving a criterion of the stability of the symmetric vacuum. As we shall see shortly, however, it 1s not a good means to see the stability of the nontrivial vacuum.
We then consider .the vacuum corresponding to the nontrivial solution B=Be=l=O. One expects that the stability of the vacuum may be investigated by observing the curvature of V[S] around _B=Be. To examine this expectation we rewrite Eq. (3 '7) in momentum space where To and n are given by Eqs. (2·11) and (3'10) respectively, and obtain the effective potential V [S] . After some algebra we have, working in Euclidean momenta,15)
3e 2 B(t) e sB(s) .]
167[2 t+ B(t?)o ds s+ B(s)2 , (3'18)
where*)
S(p) = i/(jf -B( -p2)) .
(3'19) Since they found that all the" nontrivial solutions correspond to saddle points, we conclude that the effective potential V[S] is unbounded from below.
s ( )) pCt)p(s) () ( )] -16;r20 ds B s-t +t B t-s BeCt)BeCs)b t b s ,
According to the discussion in § 2, there is a possibility of modifying the effective potential by an addition of the term depending only on I as in Eq. (2'20 The effective potential (3' 38) is essentially equal to the one derived by Morozumi and So.17) This potential is shown to be bounded from below. According to the stationary condition (3'40) for the potential (3'38) , we obtain. We have seen above a concrete example of two different effective potentials in massless QED. One of them is bounded from below while the other one is not. Their difference originates from the difference in the source term of their corresponding generating functional. This result suggests that the preferable definition of the effective potential may be given by the auxiliary field method. However, the above freedom of choosing the definition of the effective potential is simply the reflection of the ambiguity discussed earlier. Thus it is not clear whether the effective potential defined through the use of the auxiliary fields is the better one. In this connection it seems to be important to see whether this effective potential has anything to do with the vacuum energy. 
where LlO-l(x, y) is given by
LlO-l(X, y)=0'4(x-y)i(D+ fl.2).
Making the shift of the field A(x) by
A'(x)=A(x)+g jdyLlo(x, y)f(Y)Y5¢(Y)
in Eq. (4'2), we find 
where we used the notation Tr as before and (4-10) On the other hand, we could have· introduced the source term by the use of the bilocal auxiliary field ¢(x, y) just defined above, i.e., .
Shifting the field ¢ in Eq. (4-9) by
and comparing it with Eq. (4-13) we find the relation We have seen that there exists an ambiguity in defining the effective potential of bilocal composite fields. The origin of the ambiguity may be traced back to the fact that the effective potential of bilocal composite fields does not correspond to the vacuum energy unless the source function vanishes. The ambiguity is expressed in terms of an arbitrariness in the choice of the source term in the generating functional. Although our argument presented here for interacting fermions was restricted to the two-loop approximation in QED, the conclusion may be generalized to more general cases.
According to this ambiguity the stability argument for the vacuum corresponding to the extremum point of the effective potential seems to be obscured. Nevertheless, it it useful in the practical sense to construct an effective potential of bilocal composite fields which is bounded from below. An example of such effective potentials is the one defined through the use of auxiliary fields. This effective potential is extensively employed in Ref. 17) for the discussion of nontrivial solutions of the Dyson-Schwinger equation in strong coupling quantum electrodynamics. On the other hand, several authors 15 ),18) use the Cornwall-Jackiw-Tomboulis effective potential for the discussion of the same problem as above. In this connection it seems important to see how the effective potential of bilocal composite fields is related to the vacuum energy and which definition of the potential is physically acceptable. This problem is now under our investigation. Once the problem is cleared, the standard stability argument may be safely applied.
)
Our argument developed here may be extended to quantum chromodynatnics and the same ambiguity as in quantum electrodynamics is expected. Because of the triple and quartic gluon couplings in quantum chromodynamics the technique developed in § 3 cannot be directly applied to the case of quantum chromodynamics. In the case where the quark flavors exceed sixteen the gluon self-coupling is unimportant and the theory resembles the quantum electrodynamics. This case may be dealt with by the method explained in § 3. It should be noted here that our,result also applies to the case· of technicolor models and will affect some of the conclusions derived in the recent analysis (see, for example, Ref. 20». The ambiguity discussed in the paper refers to the effective potential of bilocal c~mposite fields. The arbitrariness of the source term for bilocal composite fields is different in its origin from the similar problem in the case of local composite fields. The source dependence of the generating functional for local composite fields comes from the source dependence of counter terms in the composite-field renormalization.
Here it is important to remind that the effective potential of bilocal composite fields was introduced by Cornwall, Jackiw and Tomboulis to circumvent the ·above-mentioned problem related to the composite-field renormalization. In view of the ambiguity in the effective potential of bilocal composite fields we realize that the expected improvement due to the introduction of the bilocal composite field in place of the local one seems to be spoiled. It is then worth considering the local composite field seriously again. 
C-Q(2P-Q)(2P+Q)(4P+Q) '
D= Q(2P-Q)(2P+ Q) .
Substituting Eq. (A' 2) into Eq. (A· 9), we obtain A(x) (a+ 1)(<<+6a-3) 2 
